1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Single-cell isolation has become an important tool for biomedical researchers and clinicians interested in purifying and analyzing rare cells such as stem cells \[[@r1],[@r2]\], circulating tumor cells \[[@r3]\], cells for genetic testing \[[@r4]\], infected cells \[[@r5]\], and rare bacteria that cannot be cultured in the laboratory \[[@r6]\]. Addressing this need and building on the contributions of single-cell flow cytometry in recent years \[[@r7]\], large commercial instruments including the Beckman/Coulter CyCLONE and the BD CloneCyt are now available for single-cell deposition into 96 well plates. Here, much of the instrumentation is designed to overcome the difficulties associated with the limiting dilution technique \[[@r8]\] for creating monoclonal systems from individual cells for subsequent study. Various smaller-scale alternative technologies used to isolate single cells have been developed and include dielectrophoretic traps \[[@r9]--[@r11]\], laminar flow based separations \[[@r12],[@r13]\], assays with antigens that selectively adsorb to cells of interest \[[@r14]\] and optical trapping using lasers \[[@r12],[@r15]--[@r18]\]. Most of these techniques can be difficult to implement practically and can require a relatively large volume of sample and/or reagent for analysis, further increasing the total complexity and cost. We contend that the use and application of single-cell isolation methods could be significantly expanded with an economically viable and compact single-cell sorter based on microfluidic platforms and available outside of central facilities and large laboratories.

To move toward this goal, we employ a low cost, 30 gram, 2 x 3.5 x 5 cm optical pickup assembly of a DVD RW drive to replace the table top setup for optical trapping and sorting of cells \[[@r12]\]. This widespread consumer electronics component has a high degree of technological content well suited to our scheme of identifying, trapping and sorting cells. As typically employed, the optical pickup is an electronically steered and stabilized microscope extracting information from tracks 0.74 μm wide at a linear velocity of \~4 m/s \[[@r19]\]. Because of these capabilities, the DVD optical pickup has been used to develop systems for interferometry \[[@r20]\], DNA chip detection \[[@r21]\], profile measurement \[[@r22]\], motion detection \[[@r23]--[@r25]\], biosensing and chemical analysis \[[@r26]--[@r28]\] and for confocal compact scanning optical microscopes \[[@r29]\]. Significant research and development has gone into the design of the components and the optics in the DVD pickup to improve performance and longevity. Because DVD discs contain high data density, this pickup requires high laser spot quality in the form of small spot size, circular Gaussian distribution, good parallelism, high alignment robustness, and stable power. While we will show here that the DVD burner laser diode can be used to optically trap individual cells, the integrated photodetector can also be used to characterize/identify cell structure and shape \[[@r30]\]. Furthermore, optical pickups are programmed to autofocus, making them ideal for managing vibrations in more difficult working environments. Despite the significant complexity of these devices, large scale commercial production has made them extremely inexpensive, with the entire optical pickup assembly here costing \~\$10.

2. Experimental methods {#sec1-2}
=======================

2.1 DVD pickup and modifications {#sec2-1}
--------------------------------

[Figure 1a](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1a) Schematic of an optical pickup displaying the laser diode, the tracking coil, the diffraction grating (subsequently removed for optical trapping experiments) and the photodetector along with other associated optics. b) Top view of the LPC-815 optical pickup employed in these studies. illustrates the core optics found in many DVD drive optical pickups. A laser beam, emitted from a diode, first passes through a diffraction grating, a polarizing beam splitter, a quarter wave plate integrated into the optics, and is then collimated and focused onto a DVD surface \[[@r23]\]. The reflected beam is subsequently directed back through the lens to reflect off the beam splitter and onto an integrated photodetector.

In this work, an LPC-815 red long canned laser diode sled (20x DVD burner optical pickup) was used ([Fig. 1b](#g001){ref-type="fig"}). The DVD burner laser diode is of 660 nm wavelength with typical output of \~200 mW at a maximum current of 360 mA. The numerical aperature (NA) of the optical pickup is \~0.6 with an objective focal distance of \~4 mm \[[@r19]\]. The DVD optical pickup has two laser diodes, one at infrared wavelengths for reading compact discs (CD) and one at red wavelengths for reading denser DVD's. The optical pickup employs a three-beam approach to continuously monitor focus and tracking accuracy as it reads the DVD. To create multiple beams from one, a diffraction grating is used to separate the light into two first-order beams along with the central disc-reading beam. In our study the diffraction grating is removed from the optical path, increasing the power output of the primary beam to \~40 mW on the central focal point, enough to obtain stable optical trapping. Though only a fraction of the laser diode output is captured and utilized by the primary optics of the laser assembly, it can be focused down to an \~1 μm spot. Because the optics are designed to focus after passing through a 0.6 mm thick transparent polycarbonate coating (refractive index = 1.58) on the DVD, an equivalent 1 mm thick glass slide was added between the laser assembly and the trapping plane for better focusing in our investigations.

2.2 Microfludic sorter design and fabrication {#sec2-2}
---------------------------------------------

For isolation studies, a laminar flow based sorter was designed and simulated using COMSOL (see [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Schematic of the microfluidic device with the arrow indentifying the optical tweezer translation region right after the hydrodynamic focusing zone (center) along with a magnified image of the laminar sorting section downstream (left) and the hydrodynamic focusing region upstream (right) that directs particles to the center of the channel and the laser focus. Due to the focusing, colloids that are not optically sorted drain into the middle reservoir. The fluidic channels are 100 μm wide and 10 μm tall.). In our studies and typical of microfluidic investigations, the flow is laminar with *Re* \<\< 1; in addition however, because the associated Peclet numbers (*Pe* = *aV/D*, where *V* is velocity, *a* is the radius, and *D* is the diffusion coefficient) relating convection to diffusion are \> 1000, red blood cells and colloids remain within streamlines unless external forces are applied. Our simulations demonstrate that a change of streamline can be used to precisely direct red blood cells and colloids to a particular exit channel for sorting and we use optical trapping to move cells to an exit of choice. [Figure 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the microfluidic device fabricated based on the simulations where it is designed to first hydrodynamically focus a sample colloidal suspension to the center of the 100 μm wide channel. Down stream of focusing, the colloids are optically examined and trapped by the DVD laser and moved across streamlines by activating the tracking coil directing them to the intended reservoir.

To test our approach, microfluidic devices were fabricated in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) on glass slides using standard soft-lithography techniques \[[@r31]\]. In this, chrome plated glass masks were printed and used to selectively polymerize 10 μm thick KMPR 1010 photoresist (Kayaku Microchem) via UV exposure in a mask aligner (Karl Suss MJB3) on a silicon wafer to form the masters. These templates were then used to mold PDMS that was subsequently irreversibly bonded to glass slides using an oxygen plasma.

2.3 Experimental setup {#sec2-3}
----------------------

Imaging of our experiments was performed using a Nikon Labophot microscope with a 20x/.50 pol Zeiss objective using a Silicon Video high-speed SV9M001 camera. A 600 nm short-pass filter was used to prevent the laser from overexposing the camera during imaging. [Figure 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Schematic of the experimental setup displaying the location of the optical pickup within the optical train. demonstrates the location of the components in the optical path of the experimental setup and the placement of the optical pickup right under the microfluidic device. The objective lens of the optical pickup rests on an electromagnetically suspended frame that can be steered to control focus and one-dimensional tracking over \~200 μm perpendicular to the tracks on a DVD. Taking advantage of the tracking coil to translate the laser, a current adjust (−20 mA to + 20 mA) power source was used to steer the objective and hence the trap to translate trapped red blood cells in one dimension across streamlines. Once a red blood cell was optically trapped using the laser, the tracking coil was activated by applying current to accurately move the trapped cell. Monodisperse polystyrene colloids (refractive index, RI \~1.59) of diameters 4 μm (Interfacial Dynamics, Inc.), 10 μm (Phosphorex Inc.), 15.6 μm (Bang Labs) and 21.4 μm (Duke Scientific) were used and sodium lauryl sulfate (0.05 g/ml, Fischer) was added to prevent agglomeration. Human red blood cells (RI \~1.37) were collected from volunteers and dispersed at low concentration in a 270 mOsm buffer (1.25% sodium citrate, Sigma Aldrich**)** with 0.167% bovine serum albumin (Sigma Aldrich) to prevent red blood cell adhesion to the channel walls.

2.4 Measurement and calibration of trap strength {#sec2-4}
------------------------------------------------

The optical pickup was used to trap both polystyrene colloids and red blood cells, where the trap strength was determined by measuring the viscous drag required to break the particle out of the trap \[[@r17]\]. In this, the trap was translated within a microfluidic channel and the limiting velocity at which the trapped colloid was dragged out of the trap was measured. From this velocity, the trapping force was estimated using Stokes' drag; however, Faxen's law \[[@r32],[@r33]\] was taken into consideration to account for proximity to the wall. In these measurements, the objective as driven by the tracking coil can be moved with the precision of a fraction of a μm, the minimum step size limited only by the resolution of the power source. The power source (LCS 350/R, Laser Diode Inc.) has a resolution of 1 mA corresponding to an observed step size of \~1 μm. Video of this motion was captured at 50 frames/s and motion tracking software (coded in C using OpenCV libraries) was developed to measure the velocities at which the colloid and red blood cells escaped from the trap ([Fig. 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Time lapse images of the translation of a trapped red blood cell identified by the arrow. The other 3 cells are stationary and act as reference points ( Media 1). Media 2 shows similar experiments on colloids., Media 1 and Media 2). The drag force on the particles at these escape velocities was approximated by the equation derived by Oseen \[[@r33]\] for a sphere moving in a fluid bounded by two parallel plates. According to Oseen's approximation, the drag force *F* can be expressed as: $$F = \frac{6\pi\mu aV}{1 - \frac{9a}{16}\left( {L_{\text{\!\ \!\  }1}^{- 1} - L_{\text{\!\  }2}^{- 1}} \right)}$$where *μ* is the viscosity and *L~1~* and *L~2~* are the distances of the colloid center from each wall. *L~1~* and *L~2~* were approximated by measuring the vertical movement of the platform as the microscope focus was translated from the top to the bottom surface. Due to the NA of the optics within the pickup, neither colloids nor red blood cells are trapped in 3D and are instead slightly pushed towards the top surface. As a result, typical values of *L~1~* closely approximated the size of the colloid or red blood cell (\~10 μm). *L~2~* varied with the channel height and particle size and was observed to be \~35 μm in a typical experiment.

3. Results and discussion {#sec1-3}
=========================

From our optical trapping experiments within microfluidic geometries, it is clear that sufficient power and high enough NA exists within these DVD optical pickups to trap both high RI colloids and significantly lower RI red blood cells. However, because the NA is not high enough to overcome the optical scattering forces in this single-beam trapping experiment, it was observed that both the colloids and red blood cells are gently pushed onto the top wall of the device by the laser. Despite this, the measured maximum translational velocities observed when trapping at the highest applied currents are significant and shown in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5(left) Drag force (□) experimentally determined via measured escape velocities (◯, right). Black markers are polystyrene colloids, red markers correspond to red blood cells. Lines are guides to the eye. for various colloid sizes along with red blood cells. As can be seen here, measured trap forces are on the order of tens of pN, comparable to those observed in stable traps achieved via other approaches. An almost linear dependence of trap strength on laser current (proportional to output power over our experimental range) was observed from a high and stable trapping at 360 mA to weak trapping at 100 mA. For red blood cells, the observed trap strength was lower than for polystyrene colloids as expected because of the significantly smaller RI mismatch with the surrounding medium (RI = 1.33). In addition, as the red blood cells were only partially swollen at these osmotic strengths (270 mOsm), the non-homogenity of the red blood cells and their conformation within the optical trap varied measured velocities and trap strengths.

With trapping and translating capabilities demonstrated, we employ the geometry and design of [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} in the sorting of both colloids and red blood cells. We observed that the objective as controlled by the tracking coil is capable of laterally translating colloids 100 μm before beginning to lose focus. It was also observed that the autofocus coil could be controlled manually to continuously maintain the trap focus while translating the trap using the tracking coil. [Figure 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6Time-lapse images of sorting in action. Circles track the trapped colloid, shifted across streamlines and sorted into exit 2. A reference [@r3]-colloid aggregate is outlined that traverses the same streamline as the trapped colloid and takes exit 1. The vacant laser trap after colloid release is marked with an × . The attached schematic of the microfluidic device locates the field of view of the camera ( Media 3). ( Media 3) demonstrates the sorting of colloids in action. A 4 μm colloid is seen strongly trapped near the right wall of the channel, translated across the channel into a different streamline, ending up in the intended exit and released there as the trap snaps back to its original position ready for the next colloid of interest. Sorting was done at a conservative velocity of 50 μm/s to stably trap and translate colloids.

With simple manual control as a proof of concept, the maximum rate red blood cell sorting achieved was \~20 min^−1^. Though high speed is not a major goal of a low-powered device such as this, it is instructive to calculate a theoretical limit on the device throughput based on our measured escape velocities. To provide an estimate for the maximum rate at which the DVD optical pickup can be used to trap colloids and translate them across streamlines, we use a 10 μm colloid with an escape velocity of 190 μm/s in a 100 μm channel. For consistent trapping a conservative colloid velocity should be 160 μm/s. For a Gaussian trap the maximum rate of translation across the streamlines perpendicular to the flow is also 160 μm/s. For the 100 μm wide channel with colloids focused at the center line, the time required for translation across streamlines was 0.31 s with 0.02 s for the trap to return, limiting the maximum number of sorts to 180 min^−1^ with an automated sorter. Similar results for red blood cell sorting lead to a limit of \~80 min^−1^. In addition, as the trap tends to push the red blood cells and colloids out of focus, the trap strength decreased with time spent by the object in the trap, decreasing the speed of translation over time. This can be overcome by programming the autofocus coil of the optical pickup to focus the trap continuosly in the object plane. It can be seen in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} that the maximum trap velocities and trap strengths occur at moderate colloid diameters and the stability of the trap will fall rapidly, rendering this setup ineffective for sorting particles larger than 20 μm.

4. Conclusion {#sec1-4}
=============

We have demonstrated that a DVD optical pickup assembly can be used to optically trap and sort colloids and red blood cells. Experimental results show trap strengths of 5-30 pN can be used for single-cell isolation in a laminar flow based microfluidic sorter using only the integrated tracking coil to direct cells across streamlines and to specific outlets. This is clearly a very low-cost alternative to significantly more expensive full-scale instrumentation, appropriate for applications where relatively low trapping power and trap strength are not significant issues.
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 {#sec1-5}

S1. Setting up the DVD scanning optical trap {#sec2-5}
--------------------------------------------

LPC-815 LG optical pickups were purchased from an online store ([www.higtechdealz.com](http://www.higtechdealz.com)) for \~ \$10 apiece; here, adequate care was taken to avoid damage due to static charge while handling the devices once removed from their packaging. [Figure 7a](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7a) Back view of the LPC-815 optical pickup with the major components identified. b) Pin configuration of the red laser for the wiring. shows the location of the red laser diode in the optical pickup and [Fig. 7b](#g007){ref-type="fig"} shows the pin-out configuration and the positive and negative leads for wiring the red laser diode. To power the diode in our demonstrations, one of two power sources was used, either a current control source (LCS 350/R, Laser Diode Inc.) or a simple battery-powered circuit ([Fig 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 8Circuit diagram of the 420 mA laser driver used to operate the optical trap using a battery power source. A trapping power of \~60 mW was measured.) fabricated in the laboratory. In this, the recommended operating voltage for the diode is from 1.8 to 3.2 V with a maximum current rating of 0.5 A. The laser power at 660 nm was observed to peak at \~250 mW before the diode burned out. In using the battery and associated circuit to power the laser at 420 mA, we achieved a stable trapping power of \~60 mW for 45 min.

The tracking coil consists of a simple electromagnet suspended between two permanent magnets where the electromagnet polarity and strength control the direction and extent of its translation. [Figure 9](#g009){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 9Side view with pin-outs identified for wiring the tracking coil. shows the location of the tracking coil electrical contacts in the optical pickup configuration of the LPC-815. Here the focus coil control leads (F + and F-), tracking coil control leads (T + and T-), and the rotation coil control leads (R + and R-) are identified. All of these are easily connected to an external current control source; in our studies −20 to + 20 mA was used to precisely control the tracking coil. The rotation coil and the focus coil can be similarly wired and controlled to rotate the objective or change the focus plane of the objective.
